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physical and social struggles of paraplegic vet Ron Kovic, 
was a logical sequel to the in-country conflict. Next in the 
historical chronology was The Doors, which examined the 
rock culture and the generational attitudes profoundly in-
fluenced by the experience of the war. 

Even his films that take place in the 1980s—Salvador, 
Wall Street, and Talk Radio—ant issues and personalities 
moving away from a baseline established in the Vietnam era. 
The American-funded and -directed wars in Central Ameri-
ca, for Stone, recapitulate the ones in Southeast Asia. The 
rhetoric of combat in the Wall Street jungle 
in the Reagan years ("Greed is good!") reso- 

	For Oliv 
nates with the rationalizations of apologists 
for the war twenty years earlier. And Eric 
Bogosian's angry and nihilistic radio-talk-
show host grows out of the frustrated ideal-
ism of the sixties. 

jFK is a prequel to those films, and 
Stone is quite clear that the assassination 
was the trigger for the nightmare scenarios 
of the succeeding decades. Like several as-
sassination buffs, he believes that Kenne- 
dy had decided to begin a dc-escalation 
and withdrawal of forces from Vietnam, 
and "they" killed him to prevent the U.S. 
defeat that took twelve more long and 
bloody years to happen. Not only that, but 
Kennedy had become anathema to 	scene 
"them" for his failure to support an inva- 
sion of Cuba during the Bay of Pigs and, 	 cri 
afterward, for his negotiation of a treaty 
with the Soviet Union outlawing aboveground nuclear 
tests and for his plans to reform and rein in the CIA. But it 
was Kennedy's emerging Vietnam policy that Stone insists 
seated his fate at "their" hands. 

Who "they" are is never entirely clear, Stone draws 
much of his material from the investigations of former 
New Orleans D.A. Jim Garrison (played by Kevin Costner 
in JFK), who actually indicted a local businessman, Clay 
Shaw, for conspiring to kill Kennedy. Shaw was tried and 
acquitted (and died), but Garrison found more evidence 
after the trial and remains unconvinced that Shaw was 
deeply involved. Garrison's book, On the Trail of the Assas- 
sins, is an engrossing and just a tad unconvincing exposi-
tion of his theory, and it formed the basis for the first draft, 
at least, of the9FK screenplay. 

Stone, Garrison, and like-minded buffs believe that 
"they" who conspired to kill Kennedy were anti-Castro 
Cubans, veterans of the Bay of Pigs fiasco, extreme anti- 
communist businessmen in Europe and North America, 
and overall, a network of CIA regulars, renegades, infor- 
mants, and assets who together formed a loose and liquid 
plot to kill the president. Oswald was, in his own words ut-
tered upon his arrest, a "patsy," a straw man fashioned 
years before that day in Dallas to draw attention away from 

the real killers. And after the event, the Warren Commis-
sion, the FBI and the CIA, the Johnson administration, 

key congressman and senators, and the great national 
newspapers and magazines conspired anew, in a so-far-
successful effort to cover up the explosive reality of the en-
tanglements and relationships around the assassination. 

And that's only one version. Others who have made a ca-
reer or an avocation of studying the assassination believe 
the Mafia ordered it in retaliation for Kennedy's refusal to 
invade Cuba and restore the mob's business position. 
There is the "big oil" scenario, which supposes that a few 
Texas billionaires were so annoyed with Kennedy's plan to 

end the industry's "depletion allowance" 
er Stone 	tax break that they did him in, in Dallas. 

Finally there are the cold-war theorists, 
who think that the Soviets or the Cubans 
were behind the scenes. 

Naturally partisans of the various the- 
ories dislike and in many eases denounce 
their fellows who happen to hold differ-
ent views. Sometimes collegiality breaks 
down in midstream. As Stone was devel-
oping his film, he called on everyone he 
could find who had an angle on the assas-
sination, but his ecumenism was not al-
ways rewarded. Harold Weisberg, one of 
the early conspiracy buffs, was for a time 
in amicable contact with the Garrison-
Stone school, but he turned against the 

of the 	moviemakers for some theoretical devi- 
ation and attacked the I FK script in an 
interview in The Washington Post. 

Not only that, but the producers, direc-
tors, and writers of the current assassination films are 
fighting a covert war to get their product out first with the 
most. Ruby publicists suspect that/Ffis Stone, who shot 
the actual assassination scenes in Dallas, tied up the city's 
supply of vintage open-top black limousines so that com-
petitive productions would be delayed. Then actors began 
jumping ships. Gary Oldman, the great young British ac-
tor, was supposed to play Oswald in Libra but ended up in 
jFK, Danny Aiello, the all-purpose ethnic Italian, was 
supposed to be Jack Ruby in JF K but jumped to Ruby. 

But no intramural challenge is as severe, or movie-set 
warfare as furious, as the attacks on conspiracy theorists 
as a whole, and individual theories one by one, from the 
political and journalistic establishment. The "official" 
version, as Stone calls it, has a mythic gravity, just as the 
assassination itself occupies a mythic place in American 
history and consciousness. 

As soon as Stone started shooting, the anti-conspira-
cisrs opened their fire. George Lardner, The Washington 
Post's Longtime Pentagon correspondent, launched a vir-
tual Desert Storm against the film in a piece that called 
Garrison's investigation a "fraud" and charged that 
"Stone's version „ exploits the edge of paranoia." Time 
magazine, The Chicago Tribune, and several other publi-

cations joined the attack, while a few other papers, such 
as The Los Angeles Times, were more supportive. Stone 

and other 

assassination 

maniacs, these 

movies are not 

merely idle 

nostalgia but a 

return to the 

me 
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was stung by the early criticism, which he said was based on the 
first draft of a script that had since undergone major revisions. 
And he answered the charges with a detailed defense of his theory 
and Garrison's evidence. 

As long as the assassination remains a public issue, the facts and 
their interpretation will remain in dispute. It is now almost impossi-
ble to tell whether the studies of the case constitute knowledge or 
counterknowledge. Whole tracts may be written on whether Os-
wald, on his way to the movies, shot Officer Tippit just after Kenne-
dy's murder. Who can tell whether "Clay Bertrand," who called a 
New Orleans lawyer to arrange representation for Oswald, really 
was Clay Shaw? Were the "tramps" spotted and briefly detained by 
Dallas police near the grassy knoll just after the shooting part of the 
plot or merely tramps? And was one of them E. Howard Hunt, of 
Watergate infamy, in tramp drag? 

Such speculations, which were fascinating to only a few (or these 
many years, may soon be household topics. If Stone et al. are true har-
bingers of a Kennedy revival, the arguments of a rather rarefied group 
of buffs, nuts, and scholars could gain a new national currency. lust 
why it should all surface again at this time, after so many years of low 
visibility, is another imponderable that still begs to be pondered. 

For one thing, the generation of Americans for whom the assassi-
nation was the first traumatic world event is now coming into early 
middle age. It is a point when people for the first time feel they have 
"arrived" somewhere in life, and they may look back to see the land-
marks that led them to where they are. They think of television 
shows they saw as teenagers, they remember their partner at the se-
nior prom, they recall leaving home, finding a first job, starting a 
family, Oliver Stone—as well as many of the people he hopes will set 
his movie—is at that forty-something age when the past becomes de-
tached from the present and may be seen clearly for the first time as 
prologue to the rest of life. 

More than that, the post-Vietnam generation of Americans con-
tinues to have the sense that something went wrong—terribly, terri-
bly wrong—in some strange season many years ago, and it appears 
that nothing will set it right. There may be no connections in fact, 
but in many minds the assassination of John Kennedy is tied to the 
assassination of his brother Robert and to the killing of Martin Lu-
ther King. And those deaths are inextricably bound up with Viet-
nam, with racial strife, and with the counterculture of the 1960s: in 
other words, with the material of Stone's films. It's as if America 
took a wrong turn and got lost: government betrayals, economic dys-
function, interethnic hatred, scandals, and a certain sense of social 
devolution have not been cured by wars in Central America or the 
Middle East, nor by investment banking, crystals, or health clubs. 

Stone believes that he has found the worm in the apple of American 
history, the original sin that started the deterioration and decay of the 
last thirty years—virtually all of his adult life. It is there in the six sec-
onds of the Zapruder film, as the limousine swings into Peaky Plaza. 

"They killed Kennedy because he was rocking the boat, he was rock-
ing the establishment on all fronts," Stone told me. "I don't think he 
was a saint, and I don't think he would have saved us from all the bad 
things that happened. I believe that he was a good man who had integri-
ty. He was the leader of our generation. People like me, we believed in 
him, he was our Godfather. I don't believe that he would have escalated 
the war in Vietnam the way Johnson did. They knew that, the people 
who wanted the war. And he paid for it." • 	VOGUE ARTS 11.- 68 
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